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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the scattering problem for the linear Boltzmann equation 
(transport equation) 
= -v - grad,f(x, o, t) + s k(x, v’, v)f(x, v’, t) dv’ - on(x, v)f(x, a, t) 
(1-l) 
was initiated by Hejtmanek [2] and continued by Schappacher [6] and Simon [7]. 
Equation (1.1) describes the motion of a cloud of non-self-interacting particles 
(neutrons) in phase space. The first term on the right-hand side describes the 
free motion of the cloud, the second describes the input at (x, v) due to scattering 
from other regions in momentum space and production by other particles, and 
the third describes loss due to absorption or scattering. The function uP(x, v) : = 
JR(x, v, v’) dv’, which will be used very often, describes the total number of 
particles produced by one particle at (x, v). 
Following [2, 6, 71, we treat the scattering theory of (1.1) in I.,( !R2”); this 
space seems appropriate for two reasons: (1) Each f EL~(IR~~)+ describes a 
particle distribution with finite total mass (= sf (x, v) dx dv). (2) There are 
mass conservation (resp. decay) laws, which imply subcriticality in certain 
cases (cf. Definition 2.4 and Remark 2.5(a)). A very interesting fact about (1.1) 
is that the dynamics IV(.) is only one-sided (i.e., W(t) is meaningful for mass 
distributions only for t 2 0; cf. [7, Appendix] for an example); whereas the 
free dynamics IV,,(.) (i.e., k = 0, u, = 0) is two-sided. For this reason the 
appropriate wave operators are [4, 71 
W-(7-, To) := s& W(-t) F&(t), (1.2) 
W+(T,, T) := s-;liF W&-t) W(t), (1.3) 
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and by means of these the scattering operator S : = W+(T,, , T) W-( T, T,,) is 
defined. 
We call the reader’s attention to the following points in this paper. (1) For 
the wave operators to exist, one feels that the interacting material should some- 
how be confined to some region in configuration space. Instead of generally 
assuming finite range interactions [2, 6, 71 we use in many cases slightly weaker 
integral conditions (cf. Definition 2.1). (2) Since the evolution operators W(t) 
are order preserving, a refinement of Cook’s method can be used, which we 
apply to existence theorems for both W-(T, T,,) and W+(T,, , T). (3) The main 
tool for the existence theorems of W+(T,, , T) in Section 4 is a formula ((2.5) 
of Lemma 2.3) comparing the solutions of (1.1) and the solutions of the cor- 
responding equation with dropped scattering term. (4) Simon’s conjecture, that 
W+(T,, , T) should exist for any subcritical system [7], suggested an analysis 
of the connection between the existence of W+(T,, , T) and “local decay” (see 
Definition 5.1), and finally resulted in a modified definition of W+(T, , T) (cf. 
Section 6). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish notation, review 
the basic facts about the Cauchy problem for (l.l), derive fundamental inequal- 
ities for the solutions, and give some definitions needed in the sequel. In Section 3 
we prove the existence of WJT, T,,) under slightly more general conditions 
than those of Hejtmanek [2] and Simon [7]. In Section 4 we prove existence 
theorems for W+(T, , T) under different conditions, e.g., in the case where the 
mean free path is bounded below. Furthermore we give a generalization of 
Simon’s weak coupling result [7, Theorem 3.21. In Section 5 we show that for 
finite range interactions the existence of W+(T,, , T) is equivalent to local decay 
(Theorem 5.3), and as an application we prove the existence of W+(T, , T), if 
the perturbed system produces no slow particles (Corollary 5.7). In Section 6 
we give a counterexample to Simon’s conjecture (mentioned above). We define 
a meaningful wave operator I@+( T,, , T) in the presence of “trapped particles” 
and prove its existence for all finite range interactions. 
I thank Professor J. Weidmann for pointing out a mistake in a previous ver- 
sion of Lemma 2.3(a). 
2. NOTATIONS, BASIC FACTS 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. In the sequel let n E N. Let 
k: R” x IFP x iR”-+R, 0,:w x R”+R 
be nonnegative measurable functions. Let R(x, o, *) EL~(IW~) a.e. with respect 
to (x, V) E R2”; then up: [w2” + R, defined by 
(T&x, v) := 
s 
k(x, vu, d) dv’, (2-l) 
KP 
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is measurable. If in addition (TV and (TV are essentially bounded, then we call the 
pair (system) (k, u,) admissible; by (1 Us jlm , (1 ga I:X we denote the corresponding 
essential suprema. 
Let u: [w” X Iw” -+ !J!! be measurable, nonnegative, essentially bounded (0 
stands for (TV or u,). We shall need the following conditions. 
WI There is a compact D C 1w”, such that a(x, v) =- 0 for all x E UP\,D; 
(WFR) R(U) := ess sup / e, 1 jm u(x + ta, V) dt < 00; 
(cv,tJ)ErP --m 
00 
( W F(U) := ess sup i 
u(x + tu, 21) dt < co. 
(Z.W)EP --m 
(It is easily seen that the function [W2n+1 3 (x, V, t) --, a(x + tv, 7~) is measurable 
if 0 is; so the integrals in (WFR) and (FP) are meaningful.) 
2.2. Remarks. (a) (FR) stands for “finite range.” (WFR) stands for 
“weakly finite range”: If cr obeys (FR), then R(a) < (diam D) /j u /ja . (FP) is a 
generalization of lower boundedness of the mean “free path”: If u obeys (FR) 
and ess sup 1 a 1-l u((x, u) < cc (if u = uD + ga , this means that the mean 
free path is bounded below), then F(u) = ess sup / z’ ‘-ml J”g(z + s(w/ ! ZJ I), v) ds -: 
(diam D) l!(l/i z, I) u [jm < CO. 
(b) Physically, the boundedness below of the mean free path seems to be a 
natural condition (see, e.g., [I, (1.13)]). For the mathematics, however, the 
essential boundedness of nB and ua is appropriate for the solvability of the Cauchy 
problem for (1.1). 
Next we shall give a short discussion of the Cauchy problem for (l.l), with 
an admissible pair (k, uJ, looked upon as evolution equation f’ = - Tf in 
L,(Iw2”). We use the notation 
IC,(IW~~)+ := {feL1(lR2n);f 3 0 a.e.}, 
coy Ly) : = {cp E coy RF); supp y c Iw” x (Iw”\{O))); 
c,,l( [w2”) is dense in L,([w2”). A linear operator S in L1(LW2n) is called order 
preserving, if Sf E L,( lVn), for all f E L,( [W2n)+ . (We use this term, although there 
is no order on L,( Iw2”); in fact everything could be done in the real Banach space 
Jk(~2n)r .> 
The closure T,, of the operator defined on C,l((w2”) by 
T 09 :=v.grad,p, 
generates a one-parameter group lh! 3 t ++ We(t) == eMtrO of linear operators in 
Ll(R2”), given by 
Wo(t)f(x, 74 =fb - tu, 4 
(cf. [7, Lemma 2.21). We(t) is isometric and order preserving (t E [w). 
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If (A, u,) is an admissible pair, then 
and 
A,f(x, v) : = - s,. k(x, w’, v>f(x, T.J’> dd 
A,f(x, v) := %(% fJ>f(X, 4 
define bounded operators A, and A, in L,(lR2”), we have I/ A, 11 = 11 uj Ila) 
( j = p, a). Since k and a, are nonnegative, the operators -A, and A, are order 
preserving. We shall also denote 
The operator 
A:=A,+A,. 
T:=T,+A(=T,+A,+A,) 
P(T) = Vo)) EC enerates a one-parameter group IV(t) = e-tr in L,(W2n) (cf. 
[3, Chap. IX, Section 2.11). For later use we note Duhamel’s expansion (cf. 
[3, zoc. cit.]) 
W(t) = We(t) - 1’ Wo(t - s) AW(s) ds 
0 
= We(t) - I” W(t - s) AW,,(s) ds 
0 
(2.2) 
and the iteration expansion (cf. [3, Zoc. cit.]) 
with 
w> = f w?nw, (2.3) 
m-0 
W+Jt) = - 1” Wo(t - s) AW,,+,(s) ds (m = 1, 2,...). 
0 
For t > 0, IV(t) is order preserving; the following lemma gives more precise 
information. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let (k, u,) be an admissible pair. 
(a) Letf e L,( Ran), t 3 0. Let f2 C R2n be a measurable set, such that 
s k(x - (t - s) v, v’, v) W(s)j(x - (t - s) w, 0’) dw’ = 0 
for all (x, w) E 52, 0 < s < t. Then for all (x, w) E Sz 
W(t) f (x, v) = exp ] - l:t a,(~ + so, $ ds} f (x - h, ~1. (2.4) 
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(b) If Q C [w2” is a measurable set, such that k(x - tv, v’, v) = 0 for all 
(x, v) E Q, v’ E [w”, 0 < t < t, , then (2.4) is valid for all f  EL1( R2n), (x, v) E Sz, 
0 < t < t, . 
(c) If k = 0, then (2.4) is valid for all f  ~L,(@fl), (x, v) E R2n, t E R, and 
W(t) is order pressing for all t E R. 
(d) For all f  EL,(Ran)+ , (x, v) E !R2n, t > 0 we have 
W(t)f (x, v) Z exp ]- J:t ~(x + sv, v) ds/ f  (x - tv, v). (2.5) 
W(t) is order preserving for all t 2 0. 
Proof. Equations (2.4) and (2.5) g ive a relation between the time develop- 
ments of the unperturbed and perturbed motions. 
(a) By (2.2) the function lR 3 s H WO(-s) W(s) f  = f  - $, WO(---r) 
A W(r) f  dr is differentiable, with (d/ds) W,(-s) W(s) f  = - W,(-s) A W(s) f.  
Now we define x : = xo , x)(x, v) : = X(X + tv, v); then for 0 < s < t, 
(44 x’wO(+> Ws>f(x, 4 
= x’W,(-4 (--A, - 42) W(s)f (x, v) 
= x(x + tv, v) / k(x + sv, v’, v) W(s) f  (x + sv, v’) dv’ 
- %(X + -w 4 x’W,(-4 W(s)f (x, v) 
(the first term of the second equality vanishes: If  (x + to, v) E Q, then by 
assumption 
I k(x + sv, a’, v) W(s) f  (x + sv, v’) dv’ 
= 
s 
k(x + tv - (t - s) v, v’, v) W(s) f  (x + tv - (t - s) v, v’) dv’ = 0 
for 0 < s < t) 
= -u,(x + sv, v) x’W,(-s) W(s) f  (x, v). 
This differential equation has the solution 
x’W,(-s) W(s)f (x, v) = exp I-- lS 0,(x + rv, v) dr/ x'f (x9 v) 
(0 < s < t); especially for s = t and applying We(t), we obtain 
x?%‘(t) f  (x, v) = x exp [-- ft 0,(x + SW, v) ds/ f  (x - tv, v). 
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(b) The assumptions imply that the assumptions of (a) are satisfied for 
all f  E&( R2n), 0 < t < to; so the statement follows from (a). 
(c) For t > 0 the statement follows from (b), for t < 0 one may use 
W(t) = W(-t)-1. 
(d) Let l?(.) denote the group corresponding to the pair (0, a,); according 
to (c), m(t) is given by (2.4). Applying (2.3) to I@(.) and IV(.), we form Uo(t) = 
J@(t), Urn(t) = - si l$‘(t - s) A,U,,+i(s) ds (m = 1, 2,...). Now m(t) and 
-A, are order preserving, so for f ELi( lR2”)+ , t > 0, we conclude by induction 
that Um(t)f > 0 (m = 1, 2,...), resulting in 
W(t)f = 2 %(t)f a Wt)f = Wt)f* I 
nZ=O 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let (K, a,) be an admissible pair. We call (K, 0,) sub- 
critical, if sup*>0 11 W(t)11 < co. (Compare [7]. This definition does not quite 
coincide with the corresponding notion in reactor theory; cf. [l, 1.51.) 
2.5. Remarks. Let (k, cr,) be admissible. 
(a) If  uD < ua , then I/ W(t)11 < 1 (t 3 0). I f  uD = ua (pure scattering), 
then W(t) is isometric on L1(lR2”)+ (in general not isometric, however, on 
L,(lP”)). These statements are due to Hejtmanek [2], Schappacher [6], and 
Simon [7]; for the reader’s convenience we include a proof: 
First we note j T,f (x, V) dx dv = 0 for all f  E D(T,); this is obvious for 
f  E Co1(!R2”) and follows for all f  E D(T,) from the definition of To . Now, if 
f  E D(T) = D(T,), f  3 0, then 
-$ II Tt)f II = j” Wt> Wt)f (x, 4 dx dv 
=- j TOW(t) f  (x, v) dx dv + j. k(x, v’, v) W(t) f  (x, v’) dv’ dx dv 
- 
I 
ua(x, v) W(t) f  (x, v) dx dv 
= 
I 
(uJx, v) - a,(~, v)) W(t) f  (x, v) dx dv. 
This last expression is 0 if uD = CT, , so the second statement of (a) follows. It is 
GO if u9 < u, , so /I W(t) f  /I < 11 f  I\ follows forf EL1(R2n)+ . From this, one con- 
cludes that II ?V(t)ll < 1, using the inequality I W(t) f  I < W(t) I f  j , valid for 
all f  E L,( R2n) and due to the fact that W(t) is order preserving. 
(b) If  one of the wave operators W-( T, To), W+( T, , T) exists, then (k, un) 
is subcritical. This follows from the uniform boundedness theorem (cf. [3, 
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Chap. III, Section 1.51); e.g., for WJT, T,,): Since {W(-t) W,(t)f; t < 0} is 
bounded for allfEL1([W2n), (11 W(--t) W,(t)ll; t < 0} is bounded, /I W(-t) W,(t)11 
< M (t GO), II W(-t)i1 = II W(-t) W&t) W,(-f)ll < 84 (t < 0). 
2.6. THEOREM. Let (k, u,), (k’, aa’) be admissibZe, k’ < k, uCz’ > o, . Then 
w’Wf G W(t>f (t 3 0,fEL1(R2”)+), 
II wv)ll G II W)ll (t 3 0). 
I f  (k, u,) is subcritical, then so is (k’, ua’). 
Proof. Applying (2.2) to W(.) and IV’(.), one obtains W’(t) =: 
W(t) - !I, W(t - s) (A’ - A) W’(s) ds. F rom the assumption it follows that 
(A’ - A)g 2 0 (g EL,(IW~~)+); therefore ji W(t - s) (A’ - A) W’(s)fds 3 0 
for each f  E I,,( R2n)+ , and the first inequality follows. From this the inequality 
of the norms follows by the inequality / w’(t)f / < W’(t) / f  / f  W(t) ( f  j 
(f ELr(llP)). The last statement of the theorem is then obvious. 1 
The next theorem sums up some properties which the wave operators always 
have if they exist. These properties will therefore not be mentioned in the 
existence theorems in the following sections. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let (k, u,) be admissible. Let W- : = WJT, T,,) exist. Then 
W- is order preserving. If up < on , then W- is a contraction. If oB = o, , then We. 
is isometric on L,( !R2”)+ . 
The same statements are true for the operator W+(T,, , T), ; f  it exists. 
Proof. The statements follow from Lemma 2.3(d) and Remark 2.5(a). 
3. EXISTENCE OF W-(T, T,,) 
The formula proved in the following lemma will be used in the existence 
theorem for WJT, To) (Theorem 3.2) and in the existence theorem for 
W+(T,, , T) in the weak coupling case (Theorem 4.5). It is a refinement of a 
formula of Simon [7, Lemma 2.51. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let (k, u,) be admissible. The-n for f  c L,(R2n), t” > t’, j -=: p, a, 
j-1” 11 bWo(t)f !I dt < s (j-;” q(x + tw, v) dtj / f  (x, v)l dx dv. (3.1) 
Proof. For j = p, a we have (using the definition of us if j = p) 
s,I” II ‘jWdt)f II dt G S,I”JRzs cj(X, V) If (x - tv, u)/ dx dv dt 
zzz 
I I  
t” uj(x + tv, v) dt 1 f(x, v)i dx dv 
UP” t’ 
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(substituting in the second integral y  = x - tw for fixed v, t and then inter- 
changing the order of integration). 1 
The following theorem is a generalization of Hejtmanek [2, Section 6]. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let (k, u,) be admissible and subcritical. For j = p or j = a 
let the function s”m oi(x + tv, v) dt be locally essentially bounded on [w” x (R”\{O}) 
(e.g., Zet u9 or 0, satisfy (WFR) or (FP)). 
(a) Then WJT, T,,) exists. 
(b) If (k’, ua’) is an admissible pair with k’ < k, ua’ >, oa , then W-( T’, T,,) 
exists. 
Proof. First we note that indeed each of the conditions (WFR), (FP) implies 
immediately the condition mentioned in the theorem. 
(a) We use a refinement of Cook’s method (cf. [3, Chap. X, Theorem 
3.71). Since sup,<, I] W(-t) Wo(t)ll = suptto I] W(-t)ll =: M < co, we need 
only prove the existence of IV-( T, T,,) on the total set &sl( [W2n)+ . 
Let v  E &,,l( (w2”), 9) >, 0. By (2.2) we have 
W(-t) We(t) ‘p = q~ - s,” W(-s) &W,(s) pl ds - lo W(-s) &W,(s) v  ds. 
(*I 
Using (3.1) and the fact that by assumption frm ui(x + to, w) dt is bounded on 
supp V, we get 
1” II W-4 4WoW TJ II ds G M lo II 4WoN P II ds --Q) --m 
J-U 
0 
-GM --m q(x + to, v) dt ) 
~(x, v) dx dv < co, 
so lim,,-, J’f W(-s) A,W,(s) v  ds exists. 
Let i = a if j = p, i = p if j = a. Equation (*) and the boundedness of 
( W(- t) We(t) v; t < 0} now imply, that { $ W( -s) Ail&‘,(s) y  ds; t < 0) is 
bounded. Further we recall that W(-s) A,Wo(s) v  < 0 (W(-S) A,Wo(s) v  > 0), 
so the function (-co, 0] 3 t ++ $ W(-s) A,W,(s) v  ds is increasing for i = p, 
decreasing for i = a; and the monotone convergence theorem implies the con- 
vergence of (Jz W(-s) &W,(s) 9 ds)t,-, . This proves the existence of 
lim,,-, W( - t) We(t) V. 
(b) Again let F E col([W”fl), 9 > 0. From the proof of (a), the existence of 
the integral ‘r-a W(-s) (--A,) W,(s) p, ds follows. The assumptions together 
with Theorem 2.6 imply 0 < w’(-s) (--A,‘) lVo(s) y  < W(-s) (--A,‘) W,,(s) v  
< l4’-s) (--A,) W,(s) y; and the existence of the integral sTm w’(-s) x 
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A,‘W,(s) 91 ds follows by the monotone convergence theorem. Since (K’, Go’) 
is subcritical (Theorem 2.6), the assertion of (b) follows as in the proof of (a). 
3.3. Remark. Theorem 3.2(b) suggests the following conjecture: If  
W-(T, T,) exists and (k’, ua’) is an admissible pair with K’ < K, Us’ > u,, , then 
I%-(T’, To) exists. 
4. EXISTENCE OF W+(T,,, T) 
By (2.5) one can use the value of W(t)f in a certain point for an estimate of 
W(s)f (0 < s < t) in certain other points. The following lemma makes this 
idea precise and gives the estimate a form that can be used for Cook’s lemma. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let (k, u,) be admissible; let CS: iRzn -+ R be measurable, non- 
negative, essentially bounded. Then for f EL1(Wn)+ , t > 0, 
r t II uWs)f// ds ‘0 
<. s [S 0 P -t ua(x + TV, v) dr; ds] W(t)f(x, v) dx dv. 
(4.1) 
Proof. By (2.5) we get for 0 < s < t, 
Lt I/ uW(s)f1j ds = J;jRstiu(x - (t - s) v, v) W(s)f(x - (t - s) v, v) dx dv ds 
t 
< If o 082n 4~ + 6 - t) ~~4 exp 1,” a&x + rv, v) dr W(t)f(x, v) dx dv ds. s-t 
From the last expression one obtains the right-hand side of (4.1) by inter- 
changing the order of integration and substituting s’ = s - t. 1 
4.2. THEOREM. Let (k, a,) be admissible and subcritical. For j = p or j = a let 
s 
0 
c := ess sup ui(x + so, v) exp ds<oo. 
(Z.V)EGP --m 
409/5%'3-8 
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(a) Then W+(T, , T) exists. 
(b) If(k’, oa’) is an admissible pair with k’ 6 k, ua’ 3 CT, , then W+(T,, , T’) 
exists. 
Proof. We use the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
(a) Since each f EL,( Iwzm) can be decomposed into f = fi - f2 + if - if4 
(fi ,..., f4 ~Li(a8~“)+), we need only prove the existence on L,([w2”)+ . 
Let f EL,(R~~)+; by (2.2) we have 
Wo(-t) W(t) f = f - j,’ W,(--s) &W(s) f ds - lot W,(-s) &W(s) f ds. 
An argument analogous to one used in the proof of Theorem 3.2(a) shows that 
it is sufficient to prove jy /I W,(-s) Aj W(s) f Ij ds < co (j from the assumption 
of the theorem). Using (4.1) we get 
jm II Wo(-4 A,W(s)f I/ ds 
0 
(b) This part of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2(b). 
I 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let (k, u,) be admissible and subcriticaL Let ua satisfy (FP). 
Then W+(T, , T) exists. 
Proof. If CJ~ satisfies (FP), then 
0 
ess sup 
s 
u,(x + sv, v) exp 
(s,v)EcP --oo ! I  
0 
u&x + TV, v) dr ds 
s i 
s 
m 
< ess sup u,(x + sv, v) ds exp 
--m IS 
co 
u,(x + TV, v) dr 
-co 
= F(u,) exp F(u,) < co; 
so the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied with j = Q. 1 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let (k, u,) be admissible and subcritical. Let u, satisfy 
(WFR); let uD satisfy 
d := y;;,~;~ expW(4ll v I3 1-L up@ + sv, v> ds < 00. 
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(For example if o8 satisfies (WFR) and if there exists ,8 > 0, such that a9(x, v) = 0 
for j v  / < p, then the condition on up is fulfilled.) 
Then W+(T, , T) exists. 
Proof. I f  o9 satisfies the conditions mentioned in brackets, then 
A straightforward calculation shows c < d < a3 (c from Theorem 4.2) for 
j := p, so Theorem 4.2 can be applied. 1 
If  a, = 0 in Corollary 4.3, then the only remaining condition is that (k, 0) 
be subcritical. A sufficient condition for this to happen gives the following 
weak coupling result-a generalization of Simon [7, Theorem 3.21. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let (k, a,) be admissible. Let up sati& (FP) with F(o,) < 1. 
Then (k, 0,) is subcritical, and W+(T, , T) exists. 
Proof (cf. [7, proof of Theorem 3.21). First we show that (k, 0) is subcritical. 
By I%‘(.) we denote the semigroup corresponding to the pair (k, 0). From (3.1) 
we get for f EL1(Rzn), t > 0, 
J t II 4Wdt)f Ii ds <<F(a,)~lfil. 0 
In order to use (2.3) we form 
estimate 
W,(t) = - l* Wo(t - s) &W,-,(s) ds, 
0 
!/ Wm(t)f 11 < 1’ I! 4,Wm-,(s) f /I ds 
0 
t 
f I 
s 
/- 
-* Ii A,W,(s - Y) ApWmp2(r)f :j dr ds 
-r=o r-0 
< F(a,) Jt 11 AnWTne2(y)f iI dr < ... <F(a,)n’!lf~ 
0 
by induction, and by (2.3) obtain 
II m@>ll < f. II W,n(t)ll < wFoF(u,)” =:= (1 - F(u,))-I. 
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Now it is obvious that for the pair (K, 0) the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 
are fulfilled with i = a; so the assertion follows from Theorem 4.2(b). 1 
4.6. Remarks. (a) In Theorem 4.5 we need no condition on a,, because 
even the system (k, 0) is subcritical. The condition for uD may be specialized 
to give a refinement of the “critical diameter” (cf. [7, Section 3, Remark 11): 
Let k(x, v’, v) = 0 for x E W\D, 
M := ess sup(l// v  1) a&, v) < co, 
(z,v)aP 
and define the “effective diameter” of D by 
eff diam D := ess sup 1 v  1 lrn xe(x + tv) dt. 
(O,V)EP --ml 
Then if we assume M * (eff diam D) < 1, we get 
F(u,) < M . ess sup 1 v  ] Jrn xo(x + tv) dt = M * (eff diam D) < 1, 
--m 
and by Theorem 4.5 the system (k, u,) is subcritical. 
(b) In all cases where we can prove the exisience of W+(T,, , T), the 
the existence follows also for each admissible pair (K’, ua’) with k’ < k, ua’ > ua . 
Conjecture: If  W+(T,, , T) exists, and (k’, (TV’) is an admissible pair with k’ < k, 
ua ‘> I ua P then W+( T,, , T’) exists. 
In this context see also Corollary 5.4. 
5. LOCAL DECAY AND EXISTENCE OF W+(T,, T) 
Simon ([7, Section 21) conjectures that W+(T, , T) exists whenever (k, u,) is 
subcritical and uP and ua obey (FR). In Section 6 we give a counterexample to 
this conjecture. Under modified assumptions we proved it in Section 4 (Theo- 
rem 4.2). In fact that result grew out of the following attempt to link the existence 
of W+(T, , T) to “local decay” (defined subsequently) and subcriticality. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let (k, u,) be admissible. We call (k, CT,) locally decaying, if 
1 ( W(t)f(x, v)l dx dv + 0 (t-f ml (fEL1(~2”N (5-l) 
- KxR” 
for each compact set KC W. 
5.2. Remarks. (a) The free system (0,O) is locally decaying: If  fE &‘sl(Wan), 
then xKxam . Wo(t)f = 0 for t large enough. Since &,,l(lRan) is dense, and 
11 XKXW' ' wo(t)ll < 1, xKXRn ’ w,(t)f+ 0 follows for all fEL1(!82n). 
(b) From Theorem 2.6 we conclude immediately: I f  (k, uJ, (k’, a,‘) are 
admissible, k’ < k, a,’ > a, , and (k, u,) is locally decaying, then so is (k’, a,‘). 
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(c) Let (k, u,) be admissible and subcritical; let (T* satisfy (FR) with the 
compact set D C UP. Let (5.1) be true for some convex set KI D. Then (k, a,,) 
is locally decaying. This will follow from Theorem 5.3. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let (k, a,) be admissible and subcritical. 
(a) I f  W+( T, , T) exists, then (k, CT,) is ZocaZZy decaying. 
(b) I f  up satis$es (FR) with the compact set DC Rn, and (5.1) is fuZ$lZed 
for some convex set K 3 D, then W+( T, , T) exists. 
Proof. (a) LetfEL,([W2n),f’:= W+(T,, T)f;thenI; W”(t)f’- W(t)fll ~. 
I’f’ - W,,(-t) W(t) f  11 -+ 0 (t -+ co). Since the free system (0, 0) is locally 
decaying (Remark 5.2(a)), the assertion follows. 
(b) Without restriction we may assume K == co D (= convex hull of D); 
recall k(x, v’, v) = 0 (x E lR”\K). \Ve define 
K... := {(x - tv, v); x E K, v  E R!“, t > O}\(K x R’“). (5.2) 
Let ~JI E e,,l( [W2n); by Lemma 2.3(b) there exists t a 3 0 such that W(t) ~(x, v) -=: 0 
for all (x, v) E K- , t > t, . 
Let I%‘(.) denote the group corresponding to the pair (0, u,). If g EL,(IW~~), 
g(x, v) = 0 for x E K and (x, v) E K- , then W(t)g = l@(t)g (t > 0). (By (2.4) 
we get l@(t)g(x, v) = ... g(x - vt, v) = 0 for x E K, because for x E K either 
x - at E K or (x - vt, v) E K-; implying A,?@(t)g = 0 (t 3 0). Equation 
(2.2) yields W(t)g = m(t)g - 1: W(t - s) A,l@(s)g ds = l@(t), (t > O).) For 
such g we therefore get the existence of the limit 
v+y Wo(-t) W(t)g = li-i Wo(-t) tii(t)g = W+(T,, F)g, 
using Corollary 4.4. 
Given E > 0, we find t, >, t, such that JKxan 1 W(t,) 9,(x, v)/ dx dz, < E. Let 
x : = X(R”\K)XR”, * according to what has been said in the preceding paragraph, the 
limit 
fE := Wo(-t,) $2 Wo(-t) W(t) (xW(tJ F) 
exists. We show the convergence of (fJ+,, , f  : = lim,,, fc, and W,( - t) W(t) T + f  
(t--f co): 
llf, -f2 II = II Wo(t)f, - Wo(t)f,, II 
G I/ Wo(t)f, - W(t) V II + II W(t) p - Wo(t)f,* Ii; 
liryup II Wo(t)fF - W(t) g, II 
G lim sup II Wo(tJfE - Wo(-(t - t,)) W(t - t,) (xW(t,) v)li 
tern 
+ liy+;up II Wd-(t - 0 W(t - tJ ((1 - x) W(k) v)il 
<O+M/ 1 W(t,) ~(x, v)l dx dw < ME 
KxE4” 
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(with M : = SLI~Q~ 11 lV(t)[j); consequently jj fc - fEf 11 < M(c + E’). 
lim sup II Wd-t> w(t) v - f II t-tm 
< lim SUP II w(t) v - W&f, II + IIfs - f II < 2bk t-m 
Since c,,l( I$!~~) is dense in L,( lV) and (K, u,) is subcritical, the existence of 
W+(T, ) T) follows. 1 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let (k, a,), (k’, ua’) be admissible, k’ < k, ua’ > (sa . Let 
up’ satisfy (FR) and assume W+( TO , T) exists. Then W+(T,, , T’) exists. 
Proof. By Remark 2.5(b), (K, u,) is subcritical, and by Theorem 2.6 so is 
(A’, u,‘). By Theorem 5.3(a), (R, u,) is locally decaying, and by Remark 5.2(b) 
so is (R’, u,'). Now Theorem 5.3(b) may be applied. 1 
In order to apply Theorem 5.3 to the existence of W+(T,, , T), one has to 
find conditions under which subcriticality implies local decay. This will be 
discussed in the rest of this section. 
5.5. Remarks. Let (k, a,) be admissible and subcritical. 
(4 If  0, satisfies (FP), then W+(T,, , T) exists by Corollary 4.3, and 
(k, u,) is locally decaying by Theorem 5.3(a). Since the existence of W+(T, , T) 
has already been established, the application of Theorem 5.3(b) makes no sense 
in this case; moreover one would have to impose the further condition (FR) 
on uz,. 
(b) If  u, satisfies (WFR), then for a compact KC [w” and /3 > 0 we put 
u(x, v) : = 1 forxEK, I v  / >p, 
.- .- 0 otherwise, 
and from (4.1) obtain (f EL,( R2n)+) 
Jorn (j-J,,,, W)f 6% 4 dx d”) ds 
[I 
m 
Is 
m 
< ess sup u(x + sv, v) ds exp 4x + rv> v) dy sup II w(t)f II --m -02 II DO 
G (l/P) (diam W esBM Ilf II , 
where 
s 
co 
ss := ess sup u,(x + TV, 4 dr < (l/P> R(G) < 00, 
rERn.lwl>B --m 
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M : = supQ,, /I W(t)[l < co. The uniform continuity of the function [0, co) 3 s k-t 
I/ uW(s)jlj now implies 11 uW(s)f/l-+ 0 ( s-+ co). This means that in this case 
particles could only be “piled up” at v  = 0. Our example in Section 6 is based 
on this observation. 
The condition on tZ in Corollary 4.4 means that slow particles, although being 
produced, can reproduce little. Now we shall show that a system is locally 
decaying if no slow particles are produced. 
5.6. LEMMA. Let (k, u,) be admissible and subcritical. Let oa obey (WFR). Let 
there exist ,6 > 0, such that k(x, v’, v) = 0 for !  z' j < ,6. Then (k, a,) is locally 
decaying. 
Proof. Let KC IlP be compact, f EL,(Rzn). From Remark 5.5(b) we get, 
observing that f = fi - fi + if3 - if4 (fi ,..., f4 EL~([W~~)~), 
-  n 
J J 
seK ,v,>D I Wt)f (x, 4 dx dv - 0 (t--f co). 
From Lemma 2.3(b) we get for 1 v  1 </I, W(t) f (x, v) = 18’(t) f (x, v), where 
I@(.) denotes the group corresponding to the pair (0, a,). Since (0,~~) is locally 
decaying (Remarks 5.2(a) and (b)), we obtain 
s s zeK Id</3 1 w(t)f (x, v)I dx dv < j- / 1 @'(t)f(x, z:)l dxdv- (t---f cc). CrEK IVl<B 
5.7. COROLLARY. Let (k, CT,) be admissible and subcritical. Let u, obey (WFR). 
Let u9 satisfy (FR), and let there exist ,R > 0, such that k(x, v’, v) = 0 for j ZI j < ,B. 
Then (k, a,) is locally decaying and W+(T,, , T) exists. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.6 the system (k, a,) is locally decaying, so the assertion 
follows from Theorem 5.3(b). 1 
6. A DEFINITION OF W+(T,, T) IN THE PRESENCE OF "TRAPPED PARTICLES" 
In this section we present a simple admissible, subcritical system without 
local decay, with k and u, finite range interactions. Remark 5.5(b) shows that the 
particles remaining in the interaction region must get closer and closer to v  :: 0 
for t + co; i.e., they must become slower and slower. Therefore the term 
“trapped particles” does not contain all the information about this phenomenon. 
6.1. EXAMPLE. Let n = I. The basic idea is the following. W’e start with a 
particle cloud concentrated on 0 < x < 1, 4 < v  ::< 1. Between 1 < x <i 2 
part of this cloud is scattered, the scattered part flying back with velocities 
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- 8 < v < - 6. This part is scattered again between -2 < x < -1, the 
scattered part flying in the original direction with velocities 4 < v < 6, etc. 
For the proof that the part scattered infinitely often does not die out, we get an 
appropriate estimate. 
The behavior sketched above is realized by the following system (k, u,). 
qx, v’, v) 
:=(n+l)(n+2) if -2<x<-1, -l/n < 2)’ < -l/(n + l), 
U(n + 2) =G v < l/b + 1) (n = 1, 2, 3 ,... ), 
:=(n+l)(n+2) if l<x<2, ll(n + 1) < 0’ < l/n, 
--I/(?2 + 1) <v < -l&n + 2) (?I = 1,2,3 ,... ), 
:= 0 otherwise; 
ua(x, v) := u9(x, v) = 1 if -2<x<-1, -l<v<O, 
= 1 if l<x<2, O<v<l, 
=o otherwise. 
According to Remark 2.5(a) the system is subcritical, and W(t) is isometric on 
ww+ * 
First we determine what becomes of a particle distribution f~ L,(W)+ , 
f(x, v) = 0 for (x, v) 4 [0, l] x [I/(n + I), l/n], after the time t, := 2(n + 1). 
(This time is needed by the cloud to cross the interaction between 1 < x < 2.) 
An analysis using Lemma 2.3(a), (b) h s ows that after this time the cloud has 
separated into two parts, one being concetrated on x > 2, l/(n + 1) < v < l/n 
and containing a mass <e+ ]lfll (this part flies away without further inter- 
actions), the other being concentrated on -1 < x < 2, -l/(n + 1) < v < 
-l/(n + 2) and containing the remainder of the mass >,(I - e+) llf]l . Corres- 
ponding statements and estimates are obtained if one starts with a particle 
distribution concentrated on [-l,O] x [-l/q -l/(n + l)]. 
Now let f~L,(iFl~)+ be concentrated on [0, l] x [&, 11, m,, := l]f]l = 1. At 
the time t, there is then a mass m, >, 1 - e-l in [-I, 21 x [- $, - )I; to our 
disadvantage we assume that this mass is already in [-I, 0] x [- 3, - 31 
(“disadvantage,” because under this assumption the part remained in the 
interaction region -2 < x < 2 would leave this region sooner than it actually 
does). By induction we get, that at the time Cy=, t, there is still a mass 
m, 2 fi (1 - e-j) > fi (1 - e-5) 
j=l 5=1 
in the interaction region -2 < x < 2. NOW we observe C,“_, tj + CO (n -+ 00) 
and n,“=, (1 - e-i) > 0 (cf. [5, Theorem 15.51); so we have the desired estimate. 
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Because of Theorem 5.3(a) the wave operator W+(T,, , T) cannot exist for 
the system defined in Example 6.1. Taking some initial data, it is clear, however, 
that from the part remaining in the interaction region less and less gets out. 
So one can expect that the part not remaining in the interaction region will 
behave asymptotically free. This is the motivation for the following definition. 
6.2. DEFINITION. Let (K, u,) be admissible and subcritical. Let (TV + a, obey 
(FR) with the compact set D C W. Let K : = co D be the convex hull of D; 
x : = X(w\K)XRn * Define the projection P by Pf : = xf (f~,C,(llP)). Then we 
define the modified wave operator 
W+( To , T) : = S-iii W,( - 0 PW) ; 
the following theorem shows that this limit exists. 
6.3. THEOREM. Under the assumptions of Definition 6.2 the modijied wave 
operator W+(T,, , T) exists. 
Proof. Since (11 ITo PW(t)il; t > 0} is bounded, it is sufficient to prove 
the existence of the limit for each y E &‘O1(lfP)+ . 
Define K- by (5.2). Let v E C?01(IW2n), v > 0; by Lemma 2.3(b) there exists 
t, 3 0 such that W(t) 9(x, v) = 0 for all (x, v) E KM , t 3 t, . In the next 
paragraph we shall show that the function 
[to , co) 3 t H Wo(-t) PW(t) v 6-q [Wy+ 
is nondecreasing; from this fact and the boundedness of (11 Wo(-t) PW(t) 9) ij; 
t 3 0} the existence of the limit follows by the monotone convergence theorem. 
To prove the assertion of the preceding paragraph, let t, < t < t’. 
From PW(t) p)(x, V) = 0 for x E K and (x, v) E K... we conclude that 
W,(s) PW(t) ~(x, v) = PI+‘(t) q(x - so, v) = 0 for all x E K, s 3 0; therefore 
AI+‘,,(s) PI+‘(t) v = 0 for s 3 0. By (2.2) this implies 
W(t’ - t) PW(t) y 
= Wo(t’ - t) PW(t) qJ 
= PW,(t’ - t) PW(t) q7 = PW(t’ - t) PW(t) y, 
Wo(-t’) PW(t’) ql 
= Wo(-t’) PW(t’ - t) PW(t) IJI + Wo(-t’) PW(t’ - t) (I - P) W(t) v 
> Wo(-2’) Wo(2 - t) PW(t) qJ + 0 
= Wo(-t) PHqt) yJ. 1 
6.4. Remark. There is some arbitrariness in the choice of D in Definition 
6.2. This choice has no influence, however, on the definition of W+(T, , T). To 
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see this, it is sufficient to take two convex compact sets KC K’ C EP, both 
containing the interacting material, define the corresponding projections P and 
P’, and show 
0 = s-pn(W,(4) PW(t) - Wo(-t) P’W(t)) 
= s-hi Iv&t) (P - P’) W(t). 
Let f E&(IW~~); by Theorem 6.3, f’ := lim,,, Wo(--t) PW(t)f exists, 
11 PW(t)f - W,,(t)f’ jl = 11 I&‘,,(-t) PW(t)f - f’ II+ 0 (t + co). Since the free 
system (0,O) is locally decaying (Remark 5.2(a)), we get 
II W&t> (P - P’) Tt>fll 
= IlP - P’) W)fll 
< IMP - P’) (W>f - ~o(Qf’)ll + IlP - P’) ~o(Of II 
< II wwf - ~oWf’>ll + IIV - P’) W&)f’ II 
< II pqt>j - Wo(t>f’ II + II@ - P’> W&)f II + 0 (t + 00). 
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